ASSESS. ALIGN.
ACCELERATE.
Your Strategic Priorities that
Impact Talent, Execution,
and Business Growth

with

Kim Bohr

A NOTE FROM KIM TO MEETING AND EVENT PLANNERS

Finding a dynamic speaker relatable to your audience be can be hard. Having been in executive roles
for many years before starting The Innovare Group, I am very familiar with the people and operational
challenges organizations face when trying to grow, scale and pivot a business. I also understand how
important it is to authentically command a room and communicate an effective, engaging message
that inspires people across generations to want to come along on the journey.
From all of these experiences, I’ve developed a unique point of view that helps businesses and leaders
across industries assess, align and accelerate what they do best. Whether it’s about developing
strategic leaders, retaining and growing talent, communicating and aligning top priorities or creating
a healthy accountable culture, it all comes down to two inseparable truths - businesses need
People+Process to be in sync. Trying to fix one and not the other leads to more problems.
Some of the most frequently requested programs and topics I speak on are outlined here. When you
choose me as your speaker, you can expect me to be easy to work with, deliver on-time, and happily
attend any other aspects of the event you would like me to participate in. I always personalize the
content to be in service to the participants and their experience. Whether it’s for a keynote, breakout
session or company event, I engage the audience in a working-session format where they are inspired
and learn a new tool or skill they can immediately apply. This approach leaves a memorable impression
and delivers real value to the participants.
Outside of The Innovare Group, I serve as an adjunct professor for Seattle University teaching MBA
and undergrad classes on business strategy, marketing, operations, and leadership. I received my
International MBA from the University of Denver and completed my undergraduate studies in business
and marketing at the University of California, Riverside.
I look forward to our first conversation and building a relationship with you and your team for your next
event!
Sincerely,
Kim

Kim Bohr

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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Solid Strategy Won’t
Survive Poor Execution™
Helping organizations execute on their
strategic plans and key initiatives by
aligning people+process.
Kim is the founder and chief strategist of
The Innovare Group, a company renowned
for diagnosing and repairing organizational
and leadership disconnects. She works with
companies and leaders to help them assess,
align, and accelerate their strategic
priorities that impact talent, execution, and
business growth.

KIM BOHR
STRATEGY, LEADERSHIP AND
BUSINESS GROWTH SPEAKER
Keynotes, Breakouts, Company Events
With over 20 years of practical business
experience as a cross-functional executive,
Kim’s goal is to make business better from the
inside out. Kim’s diverse business experiences
- successes as well as failures - were gained
serving on boards and working for global,
corporate, start-ups, non-profit, and familyowned businesses.
Kim’s speaker style is engaging and thought
provoking. She weaves in humor with relevant
business stories that are relatable and connect
with the audience.
Her facilitation style incorporates asking
questions and generating conversation.
Structured as a working session, her
approach promotes self-generated insight
and provides skills that are practical and
immediately applicable.

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757

“Kim led the most interactive
segment of the symposium. She
is a tremendous speaker and her
talk was truly informative. I highly
recommend her as a speaker
again.”
-Event Coordinator at Seattle Chamber

“Kim facilitated an interesting,
relevant and actionable
presentation. I’m glad I attended!”
-Consumer Insights Manager, Abbott

“Kim has an amazing way of
connecting and engaging her
audience.”
-SIM Conference Attendee

www.theinnovaregroup.com
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SOME OF KIM’S MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS
Customize your presentation
Kim’s topics can be delivered as keynotes,
trainings, and breakout sessions to fit your needs.

1

2

BUILDING ACCOUNTABILITY
AND EXECUTION MUSCLE
THROUGH SUCCESSES,
FAILURES
& LESSONS LEARNED ™

SOLID STRATEGY WON’T
SURVIVE POOR EXECUTION ™

Focus: Accountability, Role Ownership,
Team Alignment, Professional
Development, Business Growth

Focus: Strategy Execution, Accountability,
Performance, Team Alignment, Business
Growth

Perfect For: Leaders, Mid-Level Managers,
Intact Teams, High-Potential Groups,
General Employee Population, Business
Owners

Perfect For: Executives, Leaders, Mid-Level
Managers, High-Potential Groups, Business
Owners

Based on Kim’s book, Successes, Failures
& Lessons LearnedTM Career Journal

Strategy development and business
planning are regular events for most
organizations. Hours, weeks and
sometimes months are spent on
developing these important beacons that
will guide the organization. Yet for most
organizations, 80% of strategic initiatives
fail due to poor execution. Learn the
primary execution causes and what to do
to increase your success!

Doing ‘more with less’ is the standard
now in most professionals’ lives. We move
from one task to another, pushing through
our ever-changing lists of priorities as
quickly as we can. What we don’t realize
is that the busyness wreaks havoc on our
ability to execute on the most important
strategic initiatives. Over time, we begin
to doubt our capabilities and downplay
our contributions.

Audience takeaways:

If not addressed, these actions have
detrimental consequences on execution,
performance, and professional
development. 		

• The two primary causes of failed
execution.
• How to identify the specific gaps in
these areas before you say “go” and
move to operationalize the plan.
• A 3-step approach to use immediately
that will set your team up for
execution success!

Audience takeaways:
• The formula for strengthening
execution muscle and team alignment.
• How tracking your successes,
failures, and lessons learned
strengthens employee accountability,
engagement, and retention.
• An exercise and methodology
for tracking and measuring your
successes, failures, and lessons
learned on a quarterly basis.

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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SOME OF KIM’S MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS

3

BEWARE! HOW TO AVOID
THE LEADERSHIP BERMUDA
TRIANGLE ™

4

Focus: Leadership Accountability,
Behaviors to Avoid, Team Alignment,
Productivity, Business Growth
Perfect For: Executives, Leaders, Mid-Level
Managers, High-Potential Groups,
Business Owners
Have you ever known someone whose
self-defeating behaviors negatively
impacted their career potential, team
dynamics, or the advancement of those
on their teams? Unfortunately, it’s all too
common and will only get worse when
not addressed. Learn what you can do to
avoid getting caught in this trap!
Audience takeaways:
• The three factors that threaten a high
performance culture.
• How to identify these factors before
it’s too late.
• What you can do to mitigate the risk
within your own team

MOVING FROM FRICTION
TO CLARITY IN YOUR
COMMUNICATION ™
Focus: Communication, Collaboration,
Building Trust, Motivating Others
Perfect For: Leaders, Mid-Level Managers,
Intact Teams, High-Potential Groups,
General Employee Population, Business
Owners
It’s a given how important communication
is in our lives, yet what we intended to
say and how others hear us can often
be misconstrued. The friction that can
arise from these sorts of interactions can
impact trust, performance, and even how
we value our own opinions in matters. Yet
friction of this sort also affords us
an opportunity to gain clarity, learn
different styles, and enhance the quality
of our relationships. Not your typical
communications talk, this addresses the
three causes as to why friction occurs in
the first place, then we jump to skillset.
Audience takeaways:
• Why conflict avoidance is a
comfortable place to be and why
we can’t stay there.
• The three underlying causes of
friction in communication and how
to identify them.
• How to bring clarity into your
conversations with a simple
framework to organize your
thoughts and prepare you for
communicating clearly.

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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AUTHOR OF SUCCESSES, FAILURES & LESSONS LEARNED
THE PROBLEM
After years of leading and consulting with
organizations on how to align their people +
process, one gap became increasingly clear.
Employees were lacking purpose, accountability,
and ownership of their roles.

THE RESULT
Organizations with failed strategy execution,
missed goals and an entitled culture.

THE SOLUTION

DESCRIBED BY EXECUTIVES AND
LEADERS AS THE MISSING LINK
Designed to Foster Accountability,
Role Ownership & Team Alignment

A mindset shift driven by a 12-week guided
professional journal focused on impact,
accountability and goal-setting.

THE APPLICATION
• Implementing change initiatives

Successes, Failures & Lessons Learned is a 12week guided professional journal designed to
be a valuable tool for companies to put into
their employees’ hands to foster ownership and
accountability over performance, execution, and
career development goals. The outcome for the
organization is greater team alignment between
people+process.

Organizations can only execute
seamlessly if employees have true
ownership and accountability of
their role.

• Rolling out strategic plans
• Fostering team alignment
and accountability
• Goal and impact tracking for performance
improvement
• What’s Next? Mid-career professional
development planning

THE OUTCOME
• Individuals accountable to their roles
• Teams equipped to execute
more effectively
• Organizational alignment between
people+process

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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IMPACT & ACCOLADES
“Kim is a very competent and experienced
speaker. She conveys her message clearly
without veering off. She listens well and
responds accordingly. I highly recommend her.”

“Kim is a tremendous public speaker and her
talk was truly informative.”

“Kim has an amazing way of connecting and
engaging her audience.”

“Kim has an amazing way of connecting and
engaging her audience.”

“I would recommend Kim as a speaker
because of her enthusiasm and her ability to
communicate important information in simple
terms.”

“Kim presents herself as a down-to-earth figure
whose accomplishments and mannerisms keep
people listening intently.”

Available for keynotes, trainings, and
breakout sessions designed to fit
your needs.

“Kim delivers a clear message.”

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Who

AT THE TEAM LEVEL

The Innovare Group helps organizations Assess.
Align. Accelerate. the strategic priorities that
impact talent, execution, and business growth.

What
We work with executives, leaders, and teams
to provide solutions to align people+process to
ensure effective strategy execution. Individual
accountability and ownership of one’s role are
key to flawless delivery.

When
We are often brought in when an outside
perspective is needed, during business planning,
when teams are struggling to align to the
strategic vision, when leaders are challenged to
grow to the next level, when communication is
breaking down cross-departmentally and when
goals are being missed.

Our skill-building workshops are designed to fill
in the gaps holding teams back from executing
seamlessly. These are structured as working
sessions to make the most of participants time
and move business forward.

AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
We believe that leaders evolve best when they
are working through their challenges as they
lead their teams and business units. Our strategy
consulting and coaching work differs from
standard coaching alone, as our work combines
consulting on the business challenges coupled
with coaching leaders to navigate the behaviors
and complexities that they are faced with on a
regular basis.

@kimbohr

How

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kimbohr

AT THE ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

https://theinnovaregroup.com/

Our proprietary 4Ps Organizational Alignment
Assessment™ is designed to take the pulse
of your business quickly and accurately. This
framework focuses on People, Purpose,
Process, and Passion™, the four pillars that
drive business profitability.

888-830-2929

•

206-324-5757
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